Abstract-In real-time systems, both scheduling theory and resource access protocols have been studied extensively. However, there is very limited research on scheduling algorithms for real-time systems with shared resources, where the problem becomes more prominent with the emergence of multicore processors. In this paper, focusing on partitioned-EDF scheduling and MSRP resource access protocol, we study the utilization bound and efficient task mapping schemes for a set of periodic real-time tasks that access shared resources in multiprocessor/multicore systems. Specifically, with synchronization overhead being considered, we illustrate the schedulability anomaly for such systems. We develop the first synchronization-cognizant utilization bound and further analyze its non-monotonicity where the bound can decrease when more processors are deployed. Then, we show that finding the optimal mapping for tasks with shared resources is NP-hard. Based on a novel approach that iteratively tightens the synchronization overhead, we propose two efficient synchronization-cognizant task mapping algorithms (SC-TMA) with the goal of achieving better schedulability and balanced workload on deployed processors. Finally, the proposed SC-TMA schemes are evaluated through extensive simulations with synthetic tasks. The results show that, the schedulability ratio and (average) system load under SC-TMA are close to that of an INLP (Integer Non-Linear Programming) based solution for small task systems. When compared to the existing task mapping algorithms, SC-TMA obtain much better schedulability ratio and lower/balanced workload on all processors.
INTRODUCTION
T HE scheduling theory for real-time systems has been studied for decades and many scheduling algorithms have been developed. Although the uniprocessor scheduling theory has been comprehensively studied where the earliest deadline first (EDF) and rate monotonic scheduling (RMS) are the well-known optimal scheduling algorithms [19] , the scheduling of real-time tasks in multiprocessor systems is still an evolving research field and many problems remain open due to their intrinsic difficulties [9] . Moreover, with the emergence of multicore processors, there is a reviving interest in the multiprocessor real-time scheduling problem and many results have been reported recently [14] , [18] .
There have been two traditional approaches to the multiprocessor scheduling problem: partitioned and global scheduling [10] , [11] . In partitioned scheduling, tasks are statically assigned to processors and a task can only run on its designated processor where the well-established uniprocessor scheduling algorithms (e.g., EDF and RMS) can be employed on each processor. In comparison, all tasks in global scheduling are put into a shared queue and every idle processor fetches the next highest-priority ready task from the global queue for execution. More recently, as a general and hierarchical approach, cluster scheduling has been investigated, where tasks are first partitioned among several clusters of processors and then scheduled with different global scheduling policies (e.g., Global-EDF) within each cluster [5] , [26] , [29] .
To efficiently determine whether a given task set is schedulable, several utilization bounds have been developed for partitioned scheduling based on the simple task mapping heuristics (such as first-fit, best-fit and worst-fit) when both EDF [21] and RMS [20] , [24] are considered on each processor. Similarly, by limiting the maximum task utilization, such utilization bounds have also been studied for global-EDF and global-RMS scheduling algorithms [2] , [4] , [13] . Note that, these utilization bounds can only be applied to task systems that do not have shared resources.
In real-time systems, due to resource limitation or synchronization requirements, tasks may need to exclusively access shared resources (e.g., shared data objects or I/O channels). To address the resource access contention problem, several lock-based resource access protocols have been investigated, such as Stack Resource Policy (SRP) [3] and Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [28] , for uniprocessor systems. For multiprocessor systems, MSRP and MPCP have also been studied in [12] and [17] , respectively. Recently, the Flexible Multiprocessor Locking Protocol (FMLP) [6] and a suspension-based optimal locking protocol (OMLP) [7] were developed.
Although these protocols can guarantee the proper access of shared resources and thus the timeliness of real-time tasks, the resource access contention can lead to significantly degraded schedulability due to the priority inversion problem [27] (note that, when a low priority task accesses a shared resource nonpreemptively, it can block the execution of a high priority task). As multicore processors, where multiple processing cores are integrated on a single chip with shared last level cache and I/O channels [25] , emerge to be the computing engine for modern real-time embedded systems [8] , [22] , such resource access contention problems will become more prominent and demand for efficient scheduling solutions.
Although both real-time scheduling theory and resource access protocols have been studied extensively but separately, there is very limited research that considers resource access protocols when designing scheduling algorithms for better schedulability [15] , [16] , [23] (see the supplementary file which is available in the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ TPDS.2013.302 for a review of closely related work). The existing work either exploited simple heuristics [16] or adopted very pessimistic estimation for synchronization overhead [15] , [23] . Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work that studied the utilization bound for real-time tasks that access shared resources in multiprocessor systems.
In this paper, for real-time tasks running on a multiprocessor system with shared resources, we study the utilization bound and efficient task mapping schemes that explicitly take synchronization overhead into consideration. Specifically, considering its simple per-processor based schedulability condition, we focus on partitioned-EDF scheduling. Moreover, we adopt the spin-lock based MSRP resource access protocol since it has an easier implementation with better performance when compared to other protocols (e.g., MPCP) [12] . Note that, although the suspension-based mechanism (e.g., semaphore-based blocking adopted in OMLP) can improve system efficiency at run-time [7] , it cannot improve the off-line schedulability analysis where the worst case scenario has to be considered. The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
. We discover the schedulability anomaly problem for real-time tasks accessing shared resources under partitioned-EDF with MSRP, where the tasks are guaranteed to be schedulable on fewer but not more processors due to increased synchronization overhead. . We develop the first synchronization-cognizant utilization bound for real-time tasks accessing shared resources in multiprocessor systems under partitioned-EDF with MSRP and analyze its nonmonotonicity property. . We show that the problem of mapping tasks to processors with shared resources is NP-hard and propose efficient synchronization-cognizant task mapping heuristics based on an iterative overheadreduction approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents system models and some preliminaries. The utilization bound is developed and analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, an iterative approach to tightening synchronization overhead is discussed and the synchronization-cognizant task mapping algorithms are proposed. Simulation results are discussed in Sections 5 and 6 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first layout the scope of this study by presenting the system, task and resource models and stating our assumptions. The MSRP resource access protocol and the schedulability condition for partitioned-EDF [3] , [12] are then briefly reviewed, followed by the description of the problem to be addressed in this paper.
System Models
We consider a homogeneous multiprocessor real-time system that consists of M processors ðfP 1 ; . . . ; P M gÞ with identical functions and capabilities. A set of N periodic real-time tasks Y ¼ f 1 ; . . . ; N g with their initial arrivals at time 0 will be executed on the system. Each task i has a period p i that is also its relative deadline. That is, the jth task instance (or job) of task i arrives at time ðj À 1Þ Á p i and has to complete its execution by its absolute deadline j Á p i .
The system has a set of R global resources < ¼ fR 1 ; . . . ; R R g, which can be shared by all tasks. At any time, a resource can be accessed by only one task within its critical sections. That is, the access to any resource by a task is exclusive and non-preemptable. Moreover, we assume that there is no nested critical section as it occurs infrequently in practice and can be tackled by group locks [6] . Therefore, a task is not allowed to request and access for more than one resource at any given time.
There are n i sections in task i and the jth section ð1 j n i Þ is denoted as s i;j . The worst case execution time (WCET) of section s i;j is c i;j and i 's WCET is given as c i ¼ P n i j¼1 c i;j . The utilization of task i is defined as u i ¼ c i p i . The system utilization is given as U ¼ P N i¼1 u i . Moreover, to precisely model the critical sections of task i , we use a flag r i;j for each section s i;j of i to indicate whether s i;j is a critical section or not. If s i;j is a non-critical section, r i;j ¼ 0; otherwise, r i;j denotes the identification of the resource that i accesses during its critical section s i;j . Therefore, we have 0 r i;j R. The subset of resources that are accessed by task i during its execution is denoted as < i ð <Þ. Note that, a task may need to access a resource multiple times within its different critical sections. An example task set can be found in the supplementary file available online.
Schedulability: Partitioned-EDF and MSRP
For systems with shared resources, the exact sequence for tasks to access the resources and the schedulability of tasks rely on not only the scheduling algorithm but also the resource access protocol. In this work, we focus on partitioned-EDF scheduling and the spin-lock based MSRP resource access protocol, where the basic rules can be summarized as follows [12] :
. Rule 1: When a task i attempts to access a resource R a , if R a is free (i.e., no other task is accessing it), it will lock and access the resource by executing its critical section non-preemptively; Otherwise, if R a is currently held by another task (on a different processor), task i will be added to R a 's FIFO queue and the processor enters a non-preemptive busy-wait state. . Rule 2: Once a task i finishes accessing a resource R a at the end of a critical section, it will release R a and become preemptable again. If R a 's FIFO queue is not empty (i.e., there are tasks from other processors waiting for accessing R a ), the queue's header task will start accessing the resource; otherwise, R a is unlocked.
From the above rules, we can see that the execution of a task i on processor P k can be blocked due to synchronization requirements at two different occasions: First, when a low priority task j (which has a deadline later than that of task i ) is accessing or busy-waiting for a resource on the same processor P k , task i is blocked and the duration is denoted as local blocking time; Second, when i tries to access a resource R a that is currently held and accessed by a task on another processor, it has to wait in R a 's FIFO queue and the duration is denoted as global waiting time. Moreover, for tasks accessing shared resources under MSRP, we can have the following properties [12] : Property 1. For any processor at any given time, there exists at most one task that is either 1) accessing a resource; or 2) busywaiting for a resource (which is currently held by a task on another processor).
Property 2.
A task can be blocked by a low priority task on the same processor at most once. Moreover, a task's local blocking time is upper bounded by the longest duration of any low priority task on the same processor accessing (and waiting, if applicable) one of its resources once.
Schedulability Condition
For a given partitioning (or mapping) of tasks to processors P ¼ fY 1 ; . . . ; Y M g, where Y k is the subset of tasks that are allocated to processor P k , we review below the schedulability condition for partitioned-EDF with MSRP [3] , [12] . For the ease of presentation and discussion, some necessary notations are defined as follows:
. BW i;x : the maximum global waiting time that task i can experience when it waits for accessing resource R a in its critical section s i;x (where a ¼ r i;x ) on P k ; . BW i : the maximum total global waiting time for task i to access its resources in all its critical sections; . B i : the maximum local blocking time that can be experienced by task i on processor P k . From Property 2, we know that task i can only be blocked at most once by another task j on the same processor when j (waits and) accesses a resource in one of its critical sections, where p j 9 p i [3] , [12] . Therefore, we have
(1)
For a given task-to-processor mapping P, the global waiting time BW i;x of task i for accessing R a in its critical section s i;x can be calculated as [12] :
where tp max j ðR a Þ is the maximum amount of time for any task on other processor P j ðj 6 ¼ kÞ to access resource R a once. That is, in the worst case, task i may have to wait for the longest access time of R a by tasks on all other processors. Here, if s i;x is a non-critical section and r i;x ¼ 0,
ðR a Þ can be further calculated as [12] :
ðR a Þ denotes the maximum amount of time for task i to access resource R a once; if i does not access R a (i.e., R a = 2 < i ), there is tt
ðR a Þ ¼ 0. Then, based on BW i;x , the total global waiting time BW i for task i ð2 Y k Þ can be simply accumulated as [12] :
Taking the local blocking and global waiting times (i.e., synchronization overhead) of tasks into consideration, for a given task-to-processor mapping P, the synchronizationcognizant processor load for P k can be defined as:
Correspondingly, we define the synchronization-cognizant system load as the maximum of all processors' synchronizationcognizant loads as given below:
With these definitions, we can directly get the following proposition regarding to the feasibility of a given task-toprocessor mapping based on the results from [3] , [12] :
Proposition 1. For a set of periodic real-time tasks running on a multiprocessor system with shared resources that are governed by MSRP, a given task-to-processor mapping P is feasible under partitioned-EDF if there is L sc ðPÞ 1.
Problem Description
Based on the above notations and Proposition 1, the problem to be addressed in this paper is: for a set of periodic real-time tasks running on a homogeneous multiprocessor system with shared resources under partitioned-EDF and MSRP, finding a feasible task-to-processor mapping P such that L sc ðPÞ is minimized.
Note that, when the system has no shared resource, the special case of the problem becomes the traditional partitioned real-time scheduling problem. In [10] , [11] , it has been shown that finding the optimal task-to-processor mapping for such a problem to minimize system load is NP-hard. Therefore, the problem to be studied in this paper is NP-hard as well.
Due to synchronization overhead (see Equation (4)), for real-time tasks that access shared resources in multiprocessor systems, the phenomena of schedulability anomaly (where the tasks are guaranteed to be schedulable under partitioned-EDF with MSRP on fewer but not more processors) may exist. The supplementary file available online has an example to illustrate such an observation, which provides us insightful guidance to analyze the nonmonotonicity of the utilization bound and develop efficient task mapping heuristics in next two sections.
UTILIZATION BOUND: NON-MONOTONICITY
For real-time systems without shared resources, Ló pez et al. have investigated the utilization bounds for partitioned-EDF with various mapping heuristics, such as First-Fit (FF), Best-Fit (BF) and Worst-Fit Decreasing (WFD) [21] . As long as the system utilization of a task set is no more than such bounds, the result task-to-processor mappings under these heuristics are guaranteed to be feasible, which can be exploited for efficient schedulability test. Moreover, such bounds increase monotonically when more processors are available [21] .
Synchronization-Cognizant Utilization Bound
In this section, we develop a utilization bound for real-time tasks running on a multiprocessor system with shared resources under partitioned-EDF with the WFD mapping heuristic and MSRP. From the discussion in Section 2.2, the synchronization overhead of tasks rather relies on a specific task-to-processor mapping. Therefore, to find the upperbounds for such synchronization overhead and for the ease of presentation, we define the following notations:
. p min : the minimum period of tasks under consideration; . n max;cs : the maximum number of critical sections in a task for the task system under consideration; . c max;cs : the size of the largest critical section for all tasks in the task system under consideration; . (4) and (5), we have ¼ b
1À
c.
From the definition of , we can easily obtain the lemma below regarding to the number of tasks and system schedulability following the similar reasonings as in [21] :
Lemma 1. For a set of N periodic real-time tasks running on a M-processor system with shared resources, the task set is schedulable under partitioned-EDF with MSRP if N Á M.
In what follows, we focus on the cases where N 9 Á M. Note that, with the definition of B ub and BW ub , for any given task-to-processor mapping P ¼ fY 1 ; . . . ; Y M g, the following equation holds for every processor P k ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; MÞ:
Hence, from Proposition 1, we can get the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For a set Y of periodic real-time tasks running on a M-processor system with shared resources that are scheduled under the partitioned-EDF with MSRP, a given task-to-processor mapping P ¼ fY 1 ; . . . ; Y M g is feasible, if for every processor P k ðk ¼ 1; . . . ; MÞ, there is:
; 1: (6) Note that, compared to Equation (4), Equation (6) represents a much relaxed sufficient condition regarding to tasks' schedulability. Define ¼ max ; BW ub p min n o as the synchronization overhead factor. We can get the following theorem regarding to the synchronization-cognizant utilization bound ðU sc;bound Þ for systems with shared resources based on Equation (6).
Theorem 1. For a set of N periodic real-time tasks running on a M-processor system with shared resources where the number of tasks N 9 Á M, the synchronization-cognizant utilization bound ðU sc;bound Þ for partitioned-EDF and MSRP with the WFD mapping heuristic can be found as:
where
The proof is in the supplementary file available online. Hence, as long as the system utilization of a task set is no more than U sc;bound , the result WFD task-to-processor mapping guarantees that Equation (6) will hold, which further implies that the tasks are schedulable under partitioned-EDF and MSRP. Note that, when no task needs to access any resource (or there is no shared resource in the system), we have ¼ 0. In this case, it can be found that U sc;bound actually reduces to be the utilization bound for systems without shared resources under partitioned-EDF with the WFD mapping heuristic [21] . Fig. 1 further illustrates the relationship between U sc;bound and other system parameters. From the figures, it is easy to see that U sc;bound can drop dramatically as the synchronization overhead factor increases (for instance, when there are more and/or larger critical sections). For task systems with large synchronization overhead (e.g., 9 0:1), the utilization bound can be extremely low, which limits its applicability. When there are more tasks in a system, U sc;bound also decreases (see Fig. 1c ). In general, when there are more processors (i.e., M increases), U sc;bound becomes larger. However, for a given set of tasks, the synchronization overhead of tasks (and thus ) may increase when there are more deployed processors. The increased can in turn lead to reduced U sc;bound . Such anomaly can be more clearly illustrated for task sets with N ¼ 51, p min ¼ 150, n max;cs ¼ 4 and the maximum task utilization being 0.075 (as shown in Fig. 1d) . Here, for a given maximum size of critical sections of tasks (e.g., c max;cs ¼ 0:45), U sc;bound can become smaller when M increases (e.g., M ! 9). For the case of c max;cs ¼ 0:4, it turns out that there is N Á M when M ! 9. Hence, from Lemma 1, any task set that satisfies above specifications is schedulable under partitioned-EDF with WFD and MSRP. 
That is, relies on M as well. However, due to the nature of the floor operation, we can have the following lemma regarding to the invariance property of when M changes. 
Here, task k 's maximum synchronization-cognizant utilization is assumed to be c k þn max;cs Ác max;cs ÁðMÀ1ÞÞ p k ¼ .
Hence, can be considered as a constant I when M changes within the range of ðLðIÞ; HðIÞ. Therefore, we can further obtain the theorem next regarding to the nonmonotonicity of the utilization bound U sc;bound (see the supplementary file available online for the proof).
Theorem 2. For a given set Y of real-time tasks that access shared resources, the synchronization-cognizant utilization bound under partitioned-EDF and MSRP as represented in (7) can decrease as the number of deployed processors increases when there is 
SYNCHRONIZATION-COGNIZANT MAPPING
For partitioned scheduling, there are two main issues when allocating tasks to processors: a) the order (i.e., priority) of tasks being allocated; and b) the selection of an appropriate target processor for the next task to be allocated. With different objectives (e.g., to minimize the number of processors deployed or to balance workload among processors), various heuristics (such as BFD and WFD [21] ) have been studied for ordering the tasks and selecting the target processors.
In [15] , we have studied a synchronization-aware WFD (SA-WFD) task mapping scheme that considers synchronization overhead when ordering and allocating tasks to processors. However, the order (i.e., priority) of tasks relies on the fixed estimation of their maximum synchronization overhead and the selection of target processor is based on a simple metrics of resource similarity (defined as the number of same resources accessed by tasks). Therefore, SA-WFD can still fail to generate feasible mappings for many task sets [15] .
Overview of SC-TMA
In this work, we propose the synchronization-cognizant task mapping algorithms (SC-TMA), which prioritize and allocate tasks based on the iteratively reduced resource-oriented global waiting time of tasks. By incorporating the constantly changing limits on interference among tasks during the mapping process, SC-TMA aim at obtaining feasible and load-balanced task-to-processor mappings for more sets of tasks with shared resources and thus improving their schedulability.
Note that it is possible for a task set to have a feasible WFD mapping under partitioned-EDF with MSRP on fewer but not more processors. Therefore, for a given system with M processors, not all of them may be deployed. Moreover, for a task set Y with system utilization U, the minimum number of processors needed to run the tasks is dUe. Hence, to find the best mapping with an appropriate number of processors and the minimum system load, we need to check all possible number of deployed processors. The outline of SC-TMA algorithms can be found in the supplementary file available online.
For a given number of processors, the highest priority task is iteratively chosen one at a time where tasks' priorities are updated based on current partial mapping information (Section 4.2); then its target processor is selected appropriately (Section 4.3) . Once all tasks are allocated, we can obtain the synchronization-cognizant system load of the result mapping based on Equations (1), (2) , and (14) . In the end, SC-TMA either fails to find a feasible mapping or returns the best feasible one.
Prioritization of Unmapped Tasks
From Equation (4), we can see that the load of a processor depends heavily on tasks' synchronization overhead, especially the total global waiting time of each task. However, the existing approach as shown in Equation (3) to calculating the total global waiting time of tasks is rather pessimistic, where it always assumes the worst-case interference from tasks on other processors before a task i accessing any resource for each of its critical sections [12] . Such simplification can result in unnecessarily larger global waiting times for tasks, which in turn can falsely reject a feasible task-to-processor mapping.
Following the same idea of SA-WFD [15] , SC-TMA also prioritizes unmapped tasks based on their estimated synchronization-cognizant utilizations, which is defined as:
where BW max i denotes the estimated maximum total global waiting time of task i . However, different from SA-WFD that utilizes the fixed value of BW max i obtained from Equation (3) (i.e., fixed priority of tasks) [15] , SC-TMA relies on more tightened resource-oriented global-waiting times of tasks (as discussed below), which are adjusted constantly based on the current partial mapping information.
Limits on Interference among Tasks
To obtain tightened global waiting time of tasks, we first investigate the limits on interference among tasks. Recall that we consider synchronous periodic tasks where all tasks initially arrive at time 0. Therefore, from [7] , we can directly get the following proposition regarding to the interference among tasks under partitioned-EDF scheduling.
Proposition 2. For any two tasks i and j in a synchronous periodic task set scheduled under partitioned-EDF, the maximum number of j 's jobs that can interfere with the execution of any job of i due to accessing shared resources is
where modðx; yÞ returns the remainder of dividing x by y.
Note that a task may access one resource multiple times in its different critical sections. Define the set of task i 's critical sections where i accesses resource R a as S i;a ¼ fs i;j jr i;j ¼ a; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n i g. Then, from Proposition 2 and the MSRP protocol [12] , we can obtain the proposition below.
Proposition 3. For a given task-to-processor mapping P, the number of interference (i.e., global waiting) that can be experienced by any job of task i ð2 Y k Þ because of accessing resource R a has the following limitations:
. i;j : caused by any task j where j = 2 Y k ; . jS i;a j: caused by tasks on any processor P m ðm 6 ¼ kÞ;
where jS i;a j denotes the number of critical sections in S i;a .
Resource-Oriented Global Waiting Time
By exploiting the above limits on interference among tasks, we study a resource-oriented approach to tightening the calculation of tasks' total global wait time. For such a purpose, we further define S a ðYÞ as the set of critical sections of all tasks in Y where resource R a is accessed; that is, S a ðYÞ ¼ [ 8 i 2Y S i;a . Here, we assume that the critical sections in S a ðYÞ are in descending order of their sizes.
The detailed steps to estimate the maximum resourceoriented global waiting time BW max i ðR a Þ based on the current partial mapping are given in Algorithm 1. Here, based on Proposition 3, the limits on number of interference from the deployed processors are first initialized (line 1). When Kð MÞ processors are considered, there is an additional limit on the total number of interference that can be experienced by task i due to accesses of resource R a (line 2). Then, in descending order of their sizes, the critical sections in S a ðYÞ are processed one at a time (line 3). Note that, not all tasks have been allocated to processors in the current partial mapping. Therefore, we need to handle the interference limits from mapped and unmapped tasks differently. If the critical section s j;y belongs to a task j that has been mapped to a processor P m , its number of interference on task i is subject to the limit of j ð i;j Þ, the remaining limit from j 's processor ðlimit½mÞ and the total remaining limit ðlimit total Þ (line 5). Otherwise, if j has not been allocated, the number of interference of s j;y on task i is not subject to the limit from any processor. Instead, it can be jS i;a j in the worst case. Thus, we can find such interference limit as shown in line 8. Finally, the global waiting time BW max i ðR a Þ accumulates and the interference limit is updated properly (line 10).
Considering all resources that are accessed by task i , its maximum total global waiting time can be given as:
Once u sc;estimate i for every unmapped task i is obtained according to Equations (12) and (14), the highest priority task to be mapped next will be the one with the largest u sc;estimate i . From above discussion, we can see that, by incorporating the interference limits, the longest critical section (with the size of tp max m ðR a Þ) of tasks accessing R a on a processor may not be able to interfere with task i on a different processor when every time i accesses R a . Therefore, the maximum total global waiting time BW max i of task i obtained from such a resource-oriented approach and given by Equation (14) is no more than that of Equation (3). Note that, the local blocking time given by Equation (1) rather relies on individual critical sections, which cannot be further reduced. However, with the tightened global waiting time, the resource-oriented approach can obtain smaller values for the synchronization-cognizant processor load given in Equation (4), which can improve schedulability of tasks as shown in Section 5.
Selection of a Target Processor
To select an appropriate target processor for the highest priority task i to be mapped next, we adopt the worst-fit principle as it can normally result in a workload-balanced mapping [21] . That is, the task i should be mapped to a processor P m such that L sc ðfY 1 ; . . . ; Y m [ f i g; . . . ; Y K gÞ ðm ¼ 1; . . . ; KÞ is minimized. When there exist more than one processors that lead to the same minimum synchronization-cognizant system load, to provide better opportunity for unmapped tasks and increase the chance of obtaining a feasible mapping, the one that can minimize the lowest processor load should be selected. If there is still a tie, any of the processors can be chosen.
Probe-Based Processor Selection
From Section 2.2, the allocation of task i to a processor P m can affect not only the tasks on P m due to changes in local blocking time but also tasks on other processors with possibly increased global waiting time. Therefore, for the case of allocating i to P m , the synchronization-cognizant loads on all processors (and thus the system load) need to be updated according to Equations (1), (2) , and (14) .
Note that, there are K possible allocations for task i . Based on the above mentioned criteria (i.e., minimize system load and the lowest processor load), the best processor P m can thus be selected. This scheme is called SC-TMA with probe-based processor selection (denoted as SC-TMA-Probe). Here, by exploiting every possible allocation of i and re-calculating the synchronization-cognizant loads on all deployed processors, SC-TMA-Probe has rather high complexity.
Quick Processor Selection
To reduce the complexity for selecting a target processor, we introduce another simplified and efficient SC-TMA with quick processor selection, which is denoted as SC-TMA-Quick. Essentially, it focuses on only one processor at a time. For any processor P m , there are only two possibilities when allocating task i : either i is mapped to P m or not. The processor load on P m for these two possibilities can be estimated as follows.
When i is assumed to be mapped to P m , its local blocking time and global waiting time can be updated accordingly. Then, for the existing tasks in Y m , their global waiting time will remain unchanged. Moreover, for the local blocking time, adjustments are needed only for the tasks in Y m that have periods less than that of i . Therefore, for the case of i being mapped to P m , based on Equation (4) When i is assumed to be mapped to a processor other than P m , for the existing tasks in Y m , their global waiting times can be estimated by assuming that i always brings in the maximum number of interference on them (similar to line 8 in Algorithm 1) since it is not known exactly which processor i it will be allocated to. Then, their local blocking times can be adjusted accordingly. At the end, P m 's new processor load L sc m ðf. . . ; Y m ; . . .gÞ can be re-calculated. Once we get two arrays of the new loads for all K processors, two candidates P x and P y will be identified. Here, L sc x ðf. . . ; Y x [ f i g; . . .gÞ has the minimum value and L sc y ðf. . . ; Y y ; . . .gÞ has the maximum value within their respective arrays. Following the above mentioned principles, the task i will be allocated to processor P y only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
Otherwise, i will be allocated to processor P x .
EVALUATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed synchronization-cognizant task mapping algorithms (SC-TMA) through extensive simulations. For comparison, we also implemented the conventional WFD (which allocates tasks solely based on their utilizations without synchronization overhead being considered [21] ), the synchronizationaware WFD (SA-WFD) [15] and the macrotask-based BPA [23] .
Here, as BPA adopts a different synchronization protocol, the calculation of processor loads conforms to the principles as presented in [16] .
Simulation Settings
We compare these task mapping schemes based on the following performance metrics: 1) Schedulability Ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the number of task sets that have feasible mappings under the considered schemes over the total number of task sets generated; 2) System Load ðL sc ðÞÞ as defined in Equation (5), which essentially indicates the quality of resulting task-to-processor mappings in terms of how close they meet the schedulability condition stated in Proposition 1; and 3) Average Processor
, where K refers to the number of deployed processors in the resulting mapping and L sc k ðÞ is the processor load as defined in Equation (4), it indicates how well the synchronization-cognizant workload is distributed among the processors. Here, the system load and average processor load only account for the task sets that have feasible mappings under each scheme.
There are many factors in the system that can affect the performance of the mapping algorithms under consideration. In this work, we vary the following parameters as summarized in Table 1 . The number of available processors ðMÞ and the number of shared resources in the system ðRÞ. The normalized system raw utilization (that does not include synchronization cost) NSRU ¼ U M , where U is the system utilization as defined in Section 2. For tasks, we consider the number of tasks N, the number of critical sections in a task and the critical section ratio CSR (defined as the total length of critical sections of a task over its WCET). Here, smaller R, larger CSR and number of critical sections mean higher resource contention and more complex synchronization requirements among tasks; and vice versa.
For a given set of M, NSRU, N, CSR and number of critical sections per task, following the similar steps as in [15] , the synthetic task sets are generated as follows. The utilization of a task i is set as u i ¼ NSRUÁM N
. Then, the period of i is randomly selected from one of the three types of periods in Table 1 . The number of critical sections in i is obtained within the range of [1, 8] , where the resource accessed in each critical section is randomly selected.
To evaluate the impacts of tasks' WCET variability on the performance of the schemes, c i is obtained in the range of ½x Á p i Á u i ; ð2 À xÞ Á p i Á u i following a uniform distribution. Here, we set x to be 0.2 and 0.8 for large and small variations of tasks' WCETs, respectively. Similarly, the execution time of a critical section is generated randomly within ½ . In the end, the execution time of non-critical sections are obtained with their relative locations being randomly assigned.
Evaluations for Small Scale Problems
First, we conducted simulations for small scale problems with up to 20 ðN ¼ ½8; 20Þ tasks and 4 processors ðM ¼ 4Þ. The goal is to see how close the task mapping schemes (i.e., BPA, WFD, SA-WFD, SC-TMA-Quick and SC-TMA-Probe) can perform in terms of generating feasible task-toprocessor mappings when compared to that of an INLP (Integer Non-Linear Programming) based task mapping approach. Here, the INLP is formulated similar to the one in [15] and implemented using the Lingo tool [1] . Since it is difficult to incorporate the tasks' tightened resourceoriented waiting time (as calculated in Algorithm 1) into the constraints of the INLP formulation, the one in Equation (3) is used. Here, to obtain results of INLP in reasonable amount of time, 200 task sets are generated for each setting and the average results are reported. Fig. 2 first shows the performance of the mapping algorithms with varying normalized system raw utilization NSRU (recall that it does not include synchronization overhead). Here, Figs. 2a and 2b show the schedulability ratios of generated tasks with large ðx ¼ 0:2Þ and small ðx ¼ 0:8Þ variations on their WCETs, respectively, under the algorithms. In general, the schedulability ratios decrease with larger values of NSRU due to increased workload. Moreover, when the variation of tasks' WCETs is smaller, it becomes easier to get a feasible mapping for task sets with the same NSRU and slightly better schedulability ratios can be obtained for all algorithms. Not surprisingly, by searching through all possible combinations, INLP obtains the best schedulability result for all cases.
The results also show that, by effectively incorporating the iteratively tightened synchronization overhead into the task mapping process, the SC-TMA based schemes obtain much better schedulability results compared to other partitioning heuristics (e.g., WFD, SA-WFD and BPA). Moreover, with the more precise estimation of the synchronizationcognizant load on processors, SC-TMA-Probe performs more close to INLP when compared to that of SC-TMA-Quick, but with higher time complexity. Note that, by exploring macrotasks that cannot directly incorporate synchronization overhead, BPA results in the worst performance in terms of schedulability. When NSRU becomes higher than 0.6, BPA fails to generate a feasible mapping for about half of the task sets.
Moreover, for the task sets where the mapping schemes obtain feasible task-to-processor mappings, Figs. 2c and 2d further show the result synchronization-cognizant system load and average processor load, respectively, for the case of smaller WCET variation for tasks (i.e., x ¼ 0:2). The results for tasks with x ¼ 0:8 are similar and omitted due to space limitation. Here, as NSRU increases, there are more workload and the critical sections of tasks become larger. Therefore, the result system loads and average processor loads that incorporate synchronization overhead increase as well.
Note that, the main objective of INLP is to find a feasible mapping for any given task set. However, it cannot incorporate the tightened resource-oriented global waiting time during the mapping process. Therefore, although INLP can obtain better schedulability ratio, it results in higher system load for task sets with feasible mappings. Moreover, with the principles of minimizing the maximum and minimum estimated processor loads being considered during the task mapping process, SC-TMA based schemes perform better than INLP with more workload-balanced mappings, where the average processor load is very close to the system load (i.e., maximum processor load). For BPA, with the adopted Best-Fit (BF) heuristic, it obtains much higher and relatively steady system load. Fig. 3 further illustrates the effects of CSR on the performance of these schemes with NSRU ¼ 0:25. As mentioned earlier, larger values of CSR indicate more resource contention among tasks and thus higher synchronization overhead. Therefore, the schedulability ratios generally decrease with increasing CSR (Figs. 3a and 3b) . As CSR becomes larger, BPA shows better schedulability performance than WFD since it can cluster tasks that share the same resources into macrotasks. Again, SC-TMA based schemes perform better on both schedulability ratio and result system and processor loads than other existing mapping heuristics due to the similar reasonings as discussed above.
Evaluations for Large Scale Problems
Next, we consider large scale problems with up to 120 (i.e., N 2 ½40; 120) tasks in a task set. Without specified otherwise, the default values for other parameters are: M ¼ 16, NSRU ¼ 0:25 and CSR ¼ 0:009. Moreover, for the results reported below, each data point corresponds to the average of 10,000 task sets. For the performance of the mapping schemes with varying NSRU and CSR, results with the similar trends as those for small scale problems have been obtained, which can be found in the supplementary file available online. Fig. 4 further shows the impacts of the number of shared resources ðRÞ on these mapping schemes. Note that, with other parameters (such as the number of critical sections per task and CSR) are fixed, having fewer number of shared resources means higher probability of more than one tasks accessing the same resource and thus stronger synchronization requirements. When the task synchronization requirements are strong (e.g., R 4), SC-TMA-Probe can obtain the best schedulability performance compared to the others as explained earlier. Again, due to their synchronizationcognizant nature that targets at load-balanced mappings, SC-TMA based schemes can obtain lower system load and average processor load as shown in Figs. 4c and 4d , respectively.
Finally, we evaluate the schemes with varying number of available processors ðMÞ in the system and the results are shown in Fig. 5 . The results show that our SC-TMA based schemes perform pretty consistently in terms schedulability ratio when compared to other existing mapping heuristics. Without considering tasks' synchronization overheads, the schedulability ratio of WFD degrades dramatically for systems with more processors (i.e., M ! 8), where stronger synchronization requirements among tasks are expected.
CONCLUSION
For real-time tasks running on multiprocessor systems with shared resources, we study the utilization bound and efficient task mapping schemes for the partitioned-EDF scheduling with MSRP resource access protocol. We first illustrate the schedulability anomaly problem, where a task set is guaranteed to be schedulable on fewer but not more processors. Then, we develop a synchronization-cognizant utilization bound for such systems and analyze its non-monotonicity. The problem is shown to be NP-hard and we propose two efficient synchronizationcognizant task mapping algorithms (SC-TMA). Based on the tightened synchronization overhead of tasks, SC-TMA aim at obtaining workload-balanced mappings and thus achieving better schedulability.
We evaluated the proposed SC-TMA mapping heuristics through extensive simulations. The results show that, the schedulability ratio and result (average) system load under SC-TMA are close to that of an INLP (Integer Non-Linear Programming) based solution for small task systems. When compared to the existing task mapping algorithms, SC-TMA can obtain much better schedulability and lower/balanced load on the deployed processors.
